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Abstract— Accurate modeling of complex dynamic environ-
ments is a fundamental requirement in robotics and automotive
applications. While grid-mapping approaches used to be limited
to static settings, methods for dynamic occupancy grids have
recently been developed, tracking spatial occupancy at a sub-
object level, in every cell. In this paper, we present a generic
dynamic occupancy grid tracker, which filters cell states and
infers dynamics of the scene through the interaction of a grid-
based and a particle-based model. These are set to represent
different parts of the scene, and optimize particle allocation
only to relevant areas, their predictions being fused accordingly.
New hidden variables in the filtering process permit to address
previously mishandled situations, like concurrent state predic-
tions or specific filtering sensitivity. The presented method has
been implemented, optimized on a GPU and tested on real-road
conditions, embedded on an experimental vehicle.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite impressive developments over the last decades,
and always-increasing embedded intelligence on mobile de-
vices, the ability for an autonomous agent to accurately,
robustly and efficiently perceive its surroundings remains
a vivid challenge in robotics. The quality of environment
modeling relies on the sensors, but also on the interpretation
schemes, managing sensor errors, occlusions, contradictions,
heavily complex settings. Many probabilistic methods have
been designed to formally model uncertainties and prior
knowledge.

When confronted to moving objects, additional issues are
raised[1]. A classic way to address them is to adopt an
object-based representation, leading to multiple-object track-
ing literature[2], [3]. Another common approach is to use
occupancy grids[4], [5], which work on spatial occupancy
without higher-level segmentation. This approach presents
significant advantages, like a spatially dense model with
proper representation of free space, which is important in
mobile robotics. Furthermore the critical data-segmentation
and recognition steps can be avoided. When applied to dy-
namic environments, enriching this representation by velocity
estimation is usually necessary.

Spatial occupancy can be modeled through continuous rep-
resentations, such as Gaussian processes[6], [7], or Hilbert
spaces[8], [9]. Other approaches represent the environment
as a discretized space, some recent approaches working on
Neural Networks, training them to predict the states of the
cells in the grid using a combination of different sensors
inputs[10], [11], [12]. In the context of embedded devices,
rule-based Bayesian methods for data fusion and filtering are
used for their compactness and explainability. The approach
proposed in this paper fits in this category.

II. RELATED WORKS

The Bayesian Occupancy Filter (BOF)[13] describes a
generic approach for data filtering and motion inference,
defining a Bayesian framework which updates a dynamic
occupancy grid by filtering occupancy and velocity in each
cell in parallel. The observation model is incorporated as
an instantaneous occupancy grid generated by mapping the
sensor data over a grid using a probabilistic inverse sensor
model[14]. A Bayesian filtering methodology, based on a
prediction-correction loop, is used to filter the distributions
in each cell, using neighbourhood transition histograms. This
motion discretization design may seem convenient, but leads
to high computational costs and aliasing issues.

Following the BOF approach, many works have expanded
the Bayesian occupancy grid methodology. Prior map knowl-
edge have been integrated[15], sampling strategies have
been redefined to focus on the occupied areas of the grid,
significantly improving performances[16]. To further expand
performances and address aliasing problems, a per-cell adap-
tive particle sampling density was proposed[17]. In contrast
to particle-only representations of the occupancy, a model
based on a static-dynamic duality[18] has been proposed,
where the static part is described as an occupancy grid,
while the dynamic field as moving particles. Both parts are
jointly evaluated and updated, focusing the particles on the
dynamic components, resulting in a more compact model
and improved performances[19]. But as the model is not
defined to distinguish informative from data-less areas, many
particles are still allocated to irrelevant areas.

By applying Dempster-Shafer evidence theory to oc-
cupancy grids[20][21], a robust framework to incorporate
estimation confidence can be defined, allowing for such
characterization. In a Bayesian line of work, data-less non-
informative areas can be modeled through the introduction
of a specific state[22], permitting proper handling of op-
erations such as particle initialization or state transitions,
while enabling particle focus on informative dynamic areas.
However, limited by a stiff connection between static and
dynamic parts, prediction and filtering sensitivity could lead
to limitations and errors, in particular in case of conflicting
predictions from the models or miscalibrated sensor models.

In this paper, we propose a new Bayesian filter to address
these limitations, introducing new hidden variables to decou-
ple the prediction models of the static and dynamic parts and
parameterized fusion strategies, resulting in a more detailed
definition of the state filter dynamics.



III. FILTER DEFINITION

A. Objectives

Based on the CMCDOT filter [22], the proposed filter aims
to address two of its main limitations :
• prediction bias : in previous models, dynamic and static

parts of the environment are modeled and predicted
separately (particle versus grid), but their contribution
to the state prediction were then combined indistinctly,
as potential cell antecedent possibility was considered
iteratively from both models. When dynamic objects
are projected in a previously empty cell, this method
leads to an averaged state occupancy prediction, which
systematically induces occupancy loss in predictions
(Fig. 1), and thus quick loss of tracking when no
new observations are available to re-establish the es-
timation (outside of the normal temporal evolution of
the distribution). By separating grid-based (Sp

gV
p
g ) and

particle-based (Sp
pV

p
p ) predictions, and combining them

to handle the different cases for the final prediction
(SpV p), ensures this bias is removable (Fig. 2).

• unspecifiable filter sensibility : the introduction of in-
termediate state variables (SoV o) to evaluate the model
states, instead of direct evaluation using the data, allow
for filter reactivity configuration without modifying
filter internal temporal evolution. The ”observed states”
can have different dimensions than the filtered states,
typically includes information about the observation
estimate relevance (how based on actual sensor data or
prior knowledge a cell estimate is) and affects the final
filter state accordingly.

Grid prediction Particle prediction

Final prediction

Fig. 1. Previous occupancy prediction pattern : each antecedent contribu-
tion being independently integrated, dynamic occupancy from particles is
systematically reduced by free space prediction from the grid

Grid prediction Particle prediction

Final prediction

Fig. 2. New occupancy prediction pattern : grid and particle predictions
are combined to preserve dynamic occupancy

B. Formalism

The objective of cell-based occupancy filters is to recur-
sively estimate cell variables (SV ), such as spatial occu-
pancy, dynamics, semantic information, based on observa-
tions by various types of sensors.

Using the Bayesian programming framework [23], we
define here a new model, incorporating hidden variables, and
a new joint probability decomposition. Specific variables are
defined for each model (for grid-based and particle-based
predictions), the final states and velocities being the result
of the fusion of these fused predictions and observed states.

C. Variable definition

C : Index of the cell.
C−1g : Index of the cell antecedent, used for the grid-based

model.
C−1p : Index of the cell antecedent, used for the particle-

based model.
S : State of the cell.
V : Velocity of the cell.
S−1g : Previous state of the cell antecedent, according to

the grid-based model.
V −1g : Previous velocity of the cell antecedent, according

to the grid-based model.
S−1p : Previous state of the cell antecedent, according to

the particle-based model.
V −1p : Previous velocity of the cell antecedent, according

to the particle-based model.
Sp
g : Predicted state of the cell, according to the grid-

based model.
V p
g : Predicted velocity of the cell, according to the grid-

based model.
Sp
p : Predicted state of the cell, according to the particle-

based model.
V p
p : Predicted velocity of the cell, according to the

particle-based model.
Sp : Predicted state of the cell.
V p : Predicted velocity of the cell.
So : Observed state of the cell.
V o : Observed velocity of the cell.
Z : Sensor measurement.

D. Joint distribution
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S−1p V −1p
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Fig. 3. Bayesian network representing the variable dependencies. The
occupancy O can be inferred from the state S.
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(1)
The variable dependencies are pictured as a Bayesian

network on Fig. 3. Each expression can be interpreted as
follows:
• P (C−1g ) is the distribution over all possible antecedents

of the cell in the grid-based model. It is chosen to be
uniform, a cell is considered a priori reachable from all
other cells with equal probability.

• P (S−1g V −1g |C−1g ) is the conditional joint distribution
over the state and velocity of the antecedents. This is a
result of the previous iteration of the filter.

• P (Sp
gV

p
g |S−1g V −1g ) is the prediction model, according

to the grid-based model, based on grids. The states
and velocities are jointly predicted, based on correlated
dynamic models and state transition models.

• P (C−1p ), P (S−1p V −1p |C−1p ) and P (Sp
pV

p
p |S−1p V −1p ) are

the corresponding distributions for the particle-based
model.

• P (C|C−1g V p
g C
−1
p V p

p ) is the antecedent selection model,
defining if a cell C is reachable from the antecedent
C−1g with the velocity V p

g , and from the antecedent C−1p

with the velocity V p
p . Potential antecedents from grid-

based and particle-based models are selected in pairs.
• P (SpV p|Sp

gV
p
g S

p
pV

p
p ) is the prediction fusion model.

The final state-and-velocity prediction is based on both
grid-based and particle-based model predictions, en-
abling the definition of dynamic-and-static model in-
teractions.

• P (Z) is the probability of given observation Z. In our
system its actual value will not directly matter, as it will
be the same factor for each potential S and V, Z being
given.

• P (SoV o|ZC) is the inverse sensor model distribution,
recaping the current observations, and directly calcu-
lated and given by other modules.

• P (SV |SpV pSoV o) is the final state-and-velocity gen-
eration distribution, according to the predicted and
observed states, enabling prediction-and-observation in-
teractions.

E. Problem expression

The aim of the Bayesian filtering process is to estimate the
state and velocity with respect to the current observation for
every cell: P (SV |ZC). In the system, the filtering is applied
on the hidden states, the state can then be deducted.

Let O be the set of all variables:

O = {CC−1g C−1p SV S−1g V −1g S−1p V −1p Sp
gV

p
g S

p
pV

p
p S

pV pSoV oZ}
(2)

By using a discretization of the antecedent cells and of
the velocities, the filtering equation can be written:
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∑
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(3)
In the end, the distribution can be expressed as:
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(4)

If wanted, a simple dynamic occupancy can be deducted:

P (OV |ZC) =
∑
S

P (O|S)P (SV |ZC) (5)

IV. FILTER RESOLUTION

The filtering process mainly consists of three steps :
prediction, fusion-evaluation and particle resampling.

A. Model representations

The system is composed of two interconnected models, a
grid-based and a particle-based one. At every iteration of the
filter, both models are independently used for prediction, then
fused and evaluated together, and finally segmented again.
If the type of states taken into account can differ, some
correspond to occupied cells (pedestrian, car, building, etc.)
or empty cells (road, sidewalk, etc.), each can have specific
motion and interaction models.

The grid-based model consists of a classic state grid, each
cell encoding its state distribution. The elements estimated
to be static by the filter are represented here.

The dynamic model consists of a set of moving particles,
each having a real position and velocity, as well as a ”weight”
corresponding to the probability of the cell it would belong
to to be occupied by a dynamic object with that state and
dynamics. The elements estimated to be dynamic by the filter
are represented here.

B. Predictions

Fig. 4 summarizes the prediction process. The two models
are projected separately, the final prediction being the result
of the fusion of those predictions. For each model, the
prediction steps consist of :
• a dynamic projection : particles are projected according

to their velocities and time since previous iteration,
and Gaussian noises on position and speed, static grids
remain unchanged.



• a state transition : to each model are associated state
transition models. They mainly define the forgetting rate
of previously estimated data over time, and facilitate
certain transitions over others, to represent actual state
transition or correction of state estimation errors.

• a reference frame displacement : as the system aims to
be embedded on moving vehicles, the models have to
be displaced according to the egomotion. The way the
models are represented simplify this otherwise complex
operation, simply consisting here of the transformation
of the particle vectors (translation and rotation for
positions, rotation for velocity) and interpolation of
grids. The areas in the grid corresponding to newly
discovered regions are set to prior states, taken out areas
can be forgotten or used in a generated map.

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

Fig. 4. Prediction step pattern. From left to right :
(i) Models at previous time-step. Both (grids and particles) are depicted in
superposition.
(ii) Dynamic projection (for grids and particles, according to motion
models) and state transitions (according to transition models).
(iii) Data expression in the new reference frame, by interpolation of grids
and particle translation and rotation.
(iv) Predicted models at current time-step.

The potential values of those predictions are
precomputed (and presampled), so that every
P (C−1g )P (S−1g V −1g |C−1g )P (Sp

gV
p
g |S−1g V −1g ) and

P (C−1p )P (S−1p V −1p |C−1p )P (Sp
pV

p
p |S−1p V −1p ) are calculated

and associated to the relevant grid cells and particles.

C. Fusion of predictions and Evaluation

The updated distributions over states are evaluated in
parallel in each cell of the current grid. All predicted particles
are reorganized according to their position in the grid, so that
only the relevant particles and cell data are sent for compu-
tation at the cell level (according to P (C|C−1g V p

g C
−1
p V p

p )).
1) Fusion of predictions: According to the fusion pattern

defined by P (SpV p|Sp
gV

p
g S

p
pV

p
p ), each sample of static and

dynamic prediction generate the final predictions. The fusion
pattern can be precisely elaborated or learned, to insure
dynamic occupancy conservation when displacing in the grid
and that informative predictions are favored.

2) Evaluation: In a given cell C, those final predictions
are confronted with the observation P (SoV o|ZC). The ob-
servation model used is based on classic probabilistic sensor
model [14], taking into account relevance of sensor data
(sensor confidence, location of impacts, height of impacts,
vertical distribution, etc.). The observation model can be
defined for any kind of sensor, the distributions can be fused
using probability fusion rules, allowing for heterogeneous

Duration of an update
Number of Particles

65536 131072 262144

N
ce

lls 200 ∗ 200 2.28ms 2.67ms 3.61ms

400 ∗ 400 2.57ms 2.60ms 3.50ms

1000 ∗ 1000 4.49ms 4.82ms 5.15ms

Fig. 5. Duration of one update of the algorithm for different size of grid
and number of particles, on a Nvidia Geforce GTX1080.

data integration and generic treatment. The state definition
used in this model can also be differ from the filtered one.

To generate the final state estimation, the generative dis-
tribution P (SV |SpV pSoV o) is used, defining the likelihood
of a final state and velocity according to the predicted
and observed states. The chosen model parameters can be
learned, and designed for fast appearance of objects in
previously empty cells, while ensuring their persistence over
time, and the neutral effect of uninformative observations on
the final state estimations.

D. Particle resampling

Once the state distributions over cells are properly esti-
mated, the remaining task is a 2-step particle resampling.
• particle reallocation : according to the dynamic prob-

ability of each cell in the grid, and other criteria
(position, difference between predicted and observed
states, velocity distribution, etc.), the global number of
particles is reallocated to the relevant cells.

• particle generation : while evaluating state distributions,
the weight of each existing particle is updated and
normalized according to its relative contribution in the
dynamic part. In each cell to which particles have been
associated, particles are then drawn from the existing
particle distribution and an initialization distribution,
according to the proportion of ”dynamic appearance”
(gap between predicted and observed states and velocity
distribution). Finally the cell dynamic coefficient is
uniformly divided between the particles.

V. RESULTS

A. GPU Implementation

A main advantage of the proposed approach is its high
level of parallelism. Computations can be parallelized over
each cell and particle. The algorithm has been implemented
on Nvidia GPU architecture, using the CUDA API. Some
implementation performances are indicated in Fig. 5.

B. Experimental platform

A Renault Zoe car (Fig. 6) has been equipped with 4 Ibeo
Lux LIDARs, 3 on the front and one on the back. A Velodyne
HDL64 LIDAR is placed on the top. Two IDS monocular
RGB cameras are mounted on the front and back. Xsens
GPS and IMU provide vehicle dynamic state. The computer
is equipped with a dual-processor Intel Xeon and a GPU
Nvidia Geforce Titan X.

A model of the experimental vehicle has been developped
in simulation with the exact same sensor arrangement, and
used in a dynamic Gazebo-built simulation environment.



Fig. 6. Experimental Platform: Renault Zoe car equipped with Velodyne
HDL64, 4 Ibeo Lux LiDARs, cameras, Xsens GPS and IMU.

Fig. 7. Dynamic occupancy probability total mass of the particles before
(top row) and after (bottom row) the introduction of the double prediction
model. The image shows the ego-vehicle in white, the dynamic occupancy
vehicle estimation in green, the free region in black and the unobserved
region in red.

C. Double prediction model results

To highlight the advantages of the double prediction
model, the simulated vehicle is placed in an open environ-
ment where a simulated car pass by the ego-vehicle to the
left, in the opposite direction. The car sensors are obstructed
to only observe in front of the vehicle.

CMCDOT[22] is used for comparison with a single predic-
tion model. As the purpose of this example is not to evaluate
the particles dynamic model accuracy, but the conservation of
the particle occupancy probability mass in time, the particle
filter motion model is parameterized with a low variance,
which translates in a particle quasi-rectilinear movement
prediction, allowing easy observation of the conservation of
the total probability mass in the new model.

The results can be observed in Fig. 7. When the dynamic
particles enter the unobserved region, the previous CMCDOT
prediction model resulted in a fast loss in dynamic occupancy
probability mass, rapidely disappearing from the grid. With
new double prediction model, the particle mass is properly
preserved, until reaching the border of the grid.

A more detailed analysis is shown in Fig. 8. Here the total
dynamic probability mass has been accumulated over the
whole grid for both the single prediction (blue dashed) and
the double prediction (red solid) versions, highlighting the
important difference of behavior. The vertical lines separate
the different phases of the test, corresponding to the ones in
Fig. 7.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the total dynamic state probability mass over the
grid for the single and double prediction model versions.

Fig. 9. Comparison of the free-state estimation dynamics on a cell of
the state grid for different parameters for the free-state observation fusion
weight.

D. Decoupled observation model results

To show the advantages of the introduced observation state
and fusion model, the transition of a cell state to a free state
(observation) and from it (dissipation) have been plotted in
Fig. 9. The observation model transitions from unobserved
(0) to free (1) and finally back to unobserved (2). The new
degrees of freedom added with the decoupled observation
model now allow to parameterize the filter response to inputs
while maintaining internal dynamics.

E. Experimental results

The perception framework has been tested on the real
experimental platform described before. Fig. 10 displays a
filtered grid, in association with the corresponding camera
image, with annotations for a car, a motorbike and a van.

Fig. 10. Camera, and filtered state grid showing static occupancy (blue),
dynamic occupancy (green) empty space (black) and undefined areas (red).



Fig. 11. From left to right, examples of
- Instantaneous occupancy grid, showing occupancy (blue), empty space
(green) and undefined areas (red)
- Filtered state grid, showing static occupancy (blue), dynamic occupancy
(green) empty space (black) and undefined areas (red)
- Velocity grid, the average estimated velocity of each occupied cell, white
for static and using a color wheel for the different directions.

Fig. 11 illustrates the ability of the method to propagate
dynamic state over previously-seen-as-free cells when no
data is observed in real-case scenarios. A car is passing on
the left of the experimentation vehicle, a blind spots of the
sensors, thus disappears in the instantaneous occupancy grid.
The dynamic cells propagate according to their estimated
velocity, the car is still visible in the filtered occupancy grid
and in the estimated velocity grid without dilution.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a new formalization for dynamic
occupancy grid tracking, introducing the interaction of a
static grid-based and a dynamic particle-based model for
prediction, and splitting observation and prediction variables.
The introduction of the double prediction model solves im-
portant issues, such as the unwanted fast dilution of dynamic
occupancy, while the addition of observation states leads to
a parameterized reactivity of the filter, a previously mishan-
dled issue which was only hardly addressed by tuning of
internal transition models, leading to important side effects.
The specific improvements are illustrated, and the overall
performances of the system have indeed greatly improved,
in theory and in practice. But to make those improvements
quantitatively explicit, our and other dynamic occupancy
grid filtering methods still lack clear and shared evaluation
criteria, metrics and reference database. Hard to define and
agree on, such definitions would greatly simplify method
comparison and parameter learning.
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